
One   sunny   day   I   got   up   a   little   earlier.   I   looked   at   my   watch   and   it   turned  
out   it   was   five   in   the   morning,   so   I   thought   I   would   sleep   for   a   little   bit,   but  
one   thing   caught   my   attention,   it   was   my   luminous   phone.   I   decided   to  
check   what   was   going   on,   because    at   the   end   of   this   week    there   was   a  
matura   exam.   It   turned   out   to   be   a   class   group   that   got   up   early   just   like  
me.   

I   went   downstairs   and   decided   to   make   myself   some   breakfast.   After   a  
moment   of   reflection,   I   decided   on   cheese   pancakes   topped   with   maple  
syrup.   My   friends   told   me   that   they   were   delicious,   so   with   the   help   of   the  
application,   that   always   helps   me   prepare   delicious   dishes.   After   an   early  
breakfast,   I   went   for   a   walk   with   my   dog   called   Reksio.   When   I   was  
walking   in   the   woods,   I   saw   that   two   men   wearing   balaclavas   were  
putting   my   friend   Karol   in   the   trunk.   Without   thinking,   I   began   to   write  
down   the   car's   registration   numbers.   After   writing   down,   I   immediately  
called   police   and   i   said   what   happend.   The   next   day   I   came   to   the   police  
station   to   ask   if   they   had   caught   these   criminals.   It   turned   out   that  
Adam's   friends   played   a   stupid   

joke   on   him,   at   least   that's   what   the   police   said.   When   I   came   home   it  
was   noon,   I   called   Karol.   

-   Hi   Karol,   -   I   said   

-   Hi   Daniel,-   He   replied   

-   Thank   you   so   much    for   saving   me,   if   you   didn't   call   the   police,   they  
would   have   killed   me   -   said   the   blond   man.  

-   But   the   police   said   your   friends   had   made   a   stupid   joke   to   you,   -   I   said   

-   They   were   aliens   who   came   from   another   galaxy   to   take   me   to   their  
planet   -   said   Karol   

-   Wow,   luckily   nothing   happened   to   you,"   I   said   with   relief   and  
satisfaction.   

Since   then,   we   have   been   friends   forever   .You   have   to   remember  
that   a   friend   in   need   is   a   friend   indeed.   If   you   need   something,   for  
example   help,   you   will   always   turn   to   him.   

 
 


